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INTRODUCTION
IDEAL SOLUTIONS

Ideal Standard bathrooms offer tailored solutions
for every office washroom environment. Whether
you have a requirement for a compact, space
saving solution or have the flexibility for a larger
installation combining the latest in product
innovation and ergonomically designed product.
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SLEEK MINIMALISM

Bright, airy surroundings and elegant shapes
help create an office washroom with an
accomplished sense of style.

White 45cm back outlet basin
Silver dual control, wall mounted
basin mixer

2 // Sleek Minimalism
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Curved shapes and ergonomic product that is
easy to clean and keep a professional appearance,
allowing your staff to be relaxed and comfortable.

Left: Leadenhall 55cm back outlet basin
Sensorflow 21 tubular spout, 230mm projection
This page: White 45cm back outlet basin
Silver dual control, wall mounted basin mixer

4 // Sleek Minimalism
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“

From vessels, to semi-countertop, wall mounted or
trough designs, Ideal Standard basins cover a huge
range of solutions so you can tailor make your office
washroom to your own specifications and requirements.

“

1. Strada 50cm semi-countertop basin
CODE K082001
2. Concept Cube 55cm basin
CODE E799201
3. Jasper Morrison 55cm basin
CODE E618701
4. Airside 80cm basin with integral shelf
CODE S242901
5. Concept Air Cube 55cm basin
CODE E076701

2.

1.

4.

6 // Sleek Minimalism

Choosing the right basin is imperative for
the office washroom. As most offices offer
communal washing areas, space saving is
vital for the environment so ceramic does
not appear too imposing. Private washroom
facilities offer greater flexibility for full pedestal
options, or counter-top vanity basins for a
more indulgent aesthetic.

3.

5.
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1. Attitude basin mixer
CODE A5535AA
2. Silver dual control wall mounted
basin mixer, 150mm projection
CODE E0063AA

“

When choosing brassware, more traditional mixers
offer a stylish yet simple solution to pair with your
basin. Choose from deck or wall mounted options
to suit your client’s individual tastes.

“

By identifying the key factors of an individual
project, the staff washroom can improve
productivity and the perception of visitors.

3. Contour 21 wall mounted basin
mixer, 150mm projection
CODE S7422AA
4. Lambro wall mounted basin mixer
CODE A6518AA requires built
in kit A5948NU
5. Sensorflow Wave thermostatic
wall mounted basin mixer
150mm projection
CODE A6166AA

1.

2.

3.

4.

8 // Sleek Minimalism

5.
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CHIC INDULGENCE

The seamless integration of function and luxurious
detailing within the decor are the foundation of a
washroom that strives to go beyond the commonplace.

Contour 21 50cm under countertop basin
Turano basin mixer

10 // Chic Indulgence
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Make a lasting impression with visitors with
beautiful, easy to use product and quality
materials for the perfect finishing touch.

This page: Profile waterless urinal
Turano wall mounted wc with Aquablade technology
Right: Contour 21 50cm under countertop basin
Turano basin mixer

12 // Chic Indulgence
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1. Contour 21 55cm under countertop
basin with tap and soap dispenser deck
CODE S269601
2. Strada 60cm under
countertop basin
CODE K077901

“

Under countertop basins not only provide
a chic aesthetic, but give a huge choice
of personalisation with both basin shape
and countertop materials.

“

Organisations at all levels are now
investing in a higher level of washroom
specification in order to communicate
their value system to their staff.

3. Concept Oval 48cm under
countertop basin
CODE E501801
4. Contour 21 55cm under
countertop basin with tap deck
CODE S269501
5. Concept Sphere 38cm
under countertop basin
CODE E502401

1.

14 // Chic Indulgence

2.

3.

4.

5.
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“

“

A range of sensor-operated brassware is
available with an integral sensor. Solving the
demand for hygiene and water saving with
hands-free electronic taps.

Contour 21 soap dispensers offer
superb style in both chrome and
brushed steel finishes. Choose from
wall mounted, upright and angled deck
options for the perfect finishing touch.

SENSOR TAPS
1. Sensorflow 21 tall spout
CHROME CODE A4171AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A4171GN
2. Sensorflow 21 Compact spout
CHROME CODE A4852AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A4852GN
3. Sensorflow Wave Basin Mixer
With Temperature Control
CHROME CODE A6163AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A6163GN

1.

2.

4. Sensorflow 21 Compact tubular
spout 230mm projection
CHROME CODE A4849AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A4849GN

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

SOAP DISPENSERS
5. Contour 21 upright soap dispenser
CHROME CODE A9208AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A9208GN
6. Contour 21 angle soap dispenser
CHROME CODE A9210AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A9210GN
7. Contour

21 panel mounted
soap dispenser
CHROME CODE A9209AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A9209GN
8. Extension for panel mounted
soap dispenser
CHROME CODE A9242AA
BRUSHED STEEL CODE A9242GN

16 // Chic Indulgence
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URBAN LUXURY

If space is extensive and style is at a premium your
client can benefit from the work of leading product
designers, creating an environment of escapism
during stressful working days.

Left: Belfast 60cm sink
Markwik wall mounted mixer
Right: Vara wall mounted wc
with Aquablade technology
Belfast 60cm sink
Markwik wall mounted mixer

18 // Urban Luxury
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Flexible solutions to maximise space yet still
provide the latest in innovation and technology
for the ultimate feeling of modernity.

This page: Aridian waterless urinal
Right: Leadenhall 55cm back outlet basin
Sensorflow 21 compact tubular spout, 230mm projection

20 // Urban Luxury
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1. Leadenhall 55cm back
outlet basin
CODE S205801
2. Vomano 80cm vessel basin
CODE U829701
3. Strada 50cm vessel basin
CODE K081601
4. Strada 50cm vessel basin
CODE K077601
5. White Cube 40cm vessel basin
CODE E003601

1.

22 // Urban Luxury

“

Create a more homely feeling with an indulgent use
of individual basins. The countertops or work surfaces
that support some of these basins also provide space
for a broader range of female based washroom
activities such as hair and make-up touch ups.

“

The elegant shapes and forms fashioned
by the world’s most prestigious product
designers help to create an office washroom
with an accomplished sense of style.
The seamless integration of function and
décor are the foundation of a washroom
that strives to go beyond the commonplace.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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1. Jasper Morrison tall basin mixer
CODE E6423AA
2. Sensorflow 21 Compact basin tubular
spout, 150mm projection
CODE A4846AA
3. Silver tall basin mixer
CODE E0069AA

“

Striking brassware captures attention and can
promote businesses values. For a premium
feel, use bold, architectural features to create
a relaxing yet aspirational washroom that
enhances the user experience.

“

Exceptional design and functionality
co-exist in modern sanitaryware and fittings.
Advanced manufacturing methods allow
form and function to be fully realised.

4. Markwik wall mounted mixer
CODE S8210AA
5. Paglia tall basin mixer
CODE A6496AA

1.

2.

3.

4.

24 // Urban Luxury

5.
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DESIGNER COOL
Combine WC facilities with private
hand-washing to increase privacy which
can be perfectly tailored to the individual.

This page: Strada 45cm handrinse basin
Strada basin mixer
Strada wall hung wc
Right: Strada 50cm vessel basin
Sensorflow 21 Compact spout
Strada wall hung wc

26 // Designer Cool
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“

Private washroom facilities allow for a more
indulgent style. Pair countertop basins with
vessel basin mixers for a luxury, designer feel.

“

1. Stilaro 72cm vessel basin
CODE U828301
2. Jasper Morrison 50cm Vessel basin
CODE E621001
3. Strada O 38cm vessel basin
CODE K083201

Staff will be encouraged to cycle, run or walk
to work if welcoming facilities exist for them
to freshen up on their arrival at the office.
A healthier workforce is more productive.

4. Strada 60cm vessel basin
CODE K078101
5. White 40cm vessel basin
CODE E000601
6. Stirone 35cm vessel basin
CODE U829001
7. S
 trada 45cm handrinse basin
CODE K081701

1.

28 // Designer Cool

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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“

No longer is the luxury washroom the reserve
of FT100 companies. By selecting product
that has a premium quality, combined with the
latest in innovation, a private washroom can
become an attractive and comfortable respite
from the stresses of the working day.

“

1. Turano small basin mixer
CODE A6614AA
2. Mazaro tall basin mixer
CODE A6472AA
3. Melito tall basin mixer
CODE A6485AA
4. Valsura tall basin mixer
CODE A6638AA

The demands of the 21st century office
washroom are broad. From the status or
practical necessity of a private bathroom
to the stringent requirements of Part M,
each can be perfectly tailored to serve
the individual and the business.

5. Ciane small basin mixer
CODE A6506AA
6. Lambro small basin mixer
CODE A6516AA
7. Paglia small basin mixer
CODE A6492AA

1.

30 // Sleek Minimalism – Part M

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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EFFICIENT AND PROFESSIONAL
Bold architectural features can be used to
create a relaxing and aspirational washroom
that enhances the user experience.

2400mm Broadway trough with tap deck
Sensorflow 21 Compact basin spout

32 // Efficient and Professional
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The seamless integration of function and luxurious
detailing within the decor are the foundation of a
washroom that strives to go beyond the commonplace.

2400mm Silhouette trough with upstand
Sensorflow 21 tubular spout 150mm projection

2400mm Silhouette trough
with vanity unit (not supplied)
CODE S062701

1200mm Silhouette trough
CODE S062501

2400mm Silhouette trough
CODE S062701

34 // Efficient and Professional
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BEAUTIFULLY ACCESSIBLE
Part M solutions ensure your office washroom is fully
equipped for every user without compromising on style.

Contour 21 37cm handrinse basin with Sensorflow Compact basin mixer

36 // Beautifully Accessible
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Urinals typically account for 20% water
usage in offices. However, they are a much
more efficient use of water than the WC. By
increasing the ratio of urinals to WCs in male
toilets will immediately save water.

3. Jasper Morrison mains urinal
CODE E621501

“

URINALS

1. Profile 21 mains urinal
CODE E570101

“

2. Aridian waterless urinal
CODE S632101

Tax benefits reward water efficient bathrooms.
The overflowing basin, the arbitrarily flushing
urinal or the high capacity WC cistern are
products of the past.

Jasper Morrison urinal with sensor flush

1.

2.

38 // Urinals

3.
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40 // WC & AQUABLADE

“

1. Turano wall mounted wc
with AquaBlade™
CODE U836101

Whether your clients prefer the more
traditional aesthetic of close coupled options,
back to wall varieties or even space saving
wall hung solutions, each paired with the
latest in water saving technology, you can be
sure your specified washroom not only looks
the part but delivers on functionality too.

Turano wall mounted wc with Aquablade technology

“

WCS & AQUABLADE

™

2. Turano back to wall wc
with AquaBlade™
CODE U836201
3. Concept back to wall wc
with AquaBlade™
CODE E050901

Introducing AquaBlade™ flush technology,
a unique development which breaks the
mould of usual WC flush systems. Unlike
typical flush systems, AquaBlade™ covers
every inch of ceramic, keeping the toilet bowl
immaculately clean.

4. Vara wall mounted wc
with AquaBlade™
CODE U836701
5. Concept Air wall mounted
wc with AquaBlade™
CODE E079601

1.

2.

3.

4.

Vara back to wall wc with Aquablade technology

5.
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Dual flush WCs can drastically reduce the water
flushed away each day. Some operate on only
4/2.6 litres (full flush/small flush), a water saving
of 49% versus the 6 litre cistern.

2. Salina flush plate
CODE VV640084

“

IN WALL SYSTEMS

1. In-wall System for WC
820mm, Pneumatic Top
Or Front Flushplate
CODE E932967

“

3. Karisma flush plate
CODE E4465AA

Wall mounted WCs are much easier, faster
and economic to keep clean. The free floor
space under the suspended bowl makes
floor washing much simpler as there are
no awkward spaces for a mop to reach.

4. Trend steel flush plate
CODE VV639864
5. In-wall System for WC
820mm, Mechanical Top
Or Front Flushplate
CODE E932667
6. River flush plate, chrome
CODE VV638581
7. S
 lim flush plate
CODE VV659044

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

1.

4.
7.

42 // Flushes
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CASE STUDY

CONTEMPORARY SOLUTION FOR
NEW WOOD STREET OFFICES
Silhouette wash trough with
Sensorflow 21 taps and soap dispensers

44 // Wood Street, Case Study

Right: Jasper Morrison
urinal with sensor flush

As part of the Cardiff Central Square
regeneration, high quality offices in
Wood Street have been created to
complement the building work scheduled
for completion in 2020. The scheme
includes one million square foot of new
office, retail and residential space –
providing a huge boost for the economy
of the Cardiff Capital Region. Therefore
it was imperative to ensure facilities were
of high quality and not only reflected the
futuristic aesthetic of the new development
but also had plenty of washrooms for the
numerous amounts of new staff working
within them. The architect responsible

for the specification worked closely with
our dedicated team of experts to choose
product that would meet the demands
of their specific criteria. Ample space was
imperative with large washrooms that would
suit every user and mirror the modern design
of the building’s exterior. Every washroom
was specified with the latest Ideal Standard
product from troughs with sensor flow taps
the revolutionary AquaBlade™ technology.
In fact, the offices in Wood Street are the first
commercial project in the UK to specify this
ground-breaking technology as part of the
Tonic II product selections.

45

Bold yet simplistic design throughout every
washroom, including accessible cubicles,
ensured every user would feel comfortable
using the office facilities and contribute towards
a happier and more motivated workforce.

Turano wall mounted wc with Aquablade technology

46 // Wood Street, Case Study
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THE BATHROOM, LONDON

A VALUABLE RESOURCE
FOR WASHROOM DESIGN

“The Bath Room is a unique resource facility, delivering
a showcase of expertise coupled with the capability to
offer unrivalled Design service allowing the complete
bathroom specification package to be created.”
Lucy Stokes, Director.

Room visualisation, all part of our unrivalled design service

48 // The Bathroom, London
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NORMS AND STANDARDS

THE RIGHT
SPECIFICATION
Specifying a washroom can carry with it a huge number of considerations that
must be taken into account to ensure that legal, operational and customer
requirements are satisfactorily met. Our dedicated specification team are on
hand to help you with any of the below considerations.

BIM; we have over 2,000 models now available on idealspec.co.uk
and the national BIM library. All models are created by our in house
author to ensure we maintain the design integrity of every product
Our extensive experience of Part M requirements means we can
provide approved solutions that are both visually appealing as
well as compliant
Our 24 hour support line can assist with spare parts quickly and
efficiently. Our in house team are on hand to help with any issues
you may experience throughout the life of your bathroom
Environmental and water saving considerations are increasing
in importance. We can help you achieve the best BREEAM ratings,
as well as offer advice on how you can save money on projects
by using products listed on the Defra water technology list
Water regulations advisory scheme (WRAS). Ideal Standard are fully
committed to WRAS and submit all products for testing and listing
where commercially justifiable.
We’re committed to design – it’s at the heart of verything we do.
Good design is life enhancing and brings a smile to the face with
each encounter
3D visualisation service so you can see your vision come
to life prior to installation

50 // Norms and Standards
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Guarantee
Lifetime

Credits

All ceramic products

Mosa Tiles
London Showroom
56-60, St John Street
London
EC1M 4HG
United Kingdom

Dyson ltd
Tetbury hill
Malmesbury
Wiltshire
SN16 0RP
United Kingdom

T +44 (0)207 490 0484
www.mosa.nl/en/

T +44 (0)800 345 7788
www.dyson.co.uk

Page 3 and 5
Wall Tiles: Mosa Murals
Change Collection
Colour ref: 34510
Size: 30 x 30cm

Page 2, 18 & 24
Airblade dB hand dryer

5 years
On taps and mixers, toilet
seats and cisterns.

Our confidence in the quality and reliability
of our product allows us to offer outstanding
extended guarantees on all our products –
where the product fails within 2/5/25 years/
lifetime we offer a free replacement or
replacement part (or nearest equivalent). So
when your washroom and bathroom has been
satisfactorily installed and is working well.
Liability is limited to individual products
and the guarantee does not cover the
consequential loss or damage or installation
costs. This guarantee does not affect your
statutory rights. Products must be installed,
used and cared for in line with our fixing
instructions and local water regulations, and
room must be adequately ventilated.
Parts (eg. flushvalves) are guaranteed for
two years and will be replaced if found to be
faulty. Cistern diophragms, seals and shower
selas are not included. Replacements may be
purchased through our parts supply service.
The guarantee does not cover general wear
and tear. Applies to UK and Republic of
Ireland only.
Colours printed in this book are as near
as possible to the manufactured range of
Sottini quality bathrooms. For accurate
comparisons of colours, see actual ware on
display at Sottini retailers. Our policy is one of
continuous improvement and we reserve the
right to change specification and design at
any time without notice.
All measurements are in centimetres and
are approximate. Products can be subject to
tolerances due to manufacturing processes.

www.idealstandard.co.uk
52
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Page 10 and Opposite
Wall Tiles: Mosa Kho Liang
Le Collection
Colour refs: 16905, 16904,
16906 & 16902
Size: 10 x 10cm
Page 18, 19, 20 & 21
Wall Tiles: Mosa Matt
Collection
Colour ref: 15810
Sizes: 15 x 15cm & 15 x 30cm
Page 26 and 27
Wall Tiles: Mosa Terra
Maestrict Range
Colour ref: 204V
Various sizes
Page 34
Wall Tiles: Mosa Murals
Change Collection
Colour ref: 34020
Size: 30 x 30cm

